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Developing and aging: A tale of two stages
To the editors,
We read with great interest of Kang et al's study to investigate the safety and effects of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) on brain activity, behavior, and cognitive function in children with low-functioning autism. 1 Kang and colleagues addressed the preintervention brain functional connectivity through off-line electroencephalography (EEG), which offers an imaging marker to guide and predict the efficacy of rTMS. Considering the high variability in autism spectrum disorder (ASD), the process of diagnosing and grouping the subtypes of ASD is complicated. Based on the core symptoms of autism, the additional "communication" domain that outlined impairments in verbal (ie, language), which could be assessed by cognitive tests. Compared to high-functioning autism, the low-functioning autism is usually compounded by presence of intellectual disability and psychological dysfunctions, of which the brain networks tend to be more delicate and disorganized. 2 DLPFC is the region of interest, network-based TMS will bring more informative evidence of stimulation-induced effects on intellectual ability in autism; (e) Safety: Any technique that involves delivering magnetic stimulation to the brain must consider safety. There are reports summarized the pain, headache, and even seizures during the rTMS treatment of brain stimulation. 5 However, the standardized protocol to monitor and record the potential side effect is still lacking.
Collectively, a way forward in the application of NIBS is to tailor the treatment to individual patients based on their chronological or morphometric profiles. Of note, the differences between responders and nonresponders to NIBS may be caused by the inter-individual region-specific morphometric measures, such as cortical thickness, scalp-to-cortex distance, and cortical folding. Combing morphometric features of the targeted region will be a recommendation for improving clinical NIBS practice in children, adolescents, and seniors.
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